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ABSTRACT
Whether you deal with a real-life issue or create a software product, optimization is
constantly the ultimate goal. This goal, however, is achieved by utilizing one of the
optimization algorithms. The progressively popular Gradient Descent (GD) optimization
algorithms are frequently used as black box optimizers when solving unrestricted problems of
optimization. Each iteration of a gradient-based algorithm attempts to approach the
minimizer/maximizer cost function by using the gradient's objective function information.
Moreover, a comparative study of various GD variants like Gradient Descent (GD), Batch
Gradient Descent (BGD), Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and Mini-batch GD are
described in this paper. Additionally, this paper outlines the challenges of those algorithms
and presents the most widely used optimization algorithms, including Momentum, Nesterov
Momentum, Adaptive Gradient (AdaGrad), Adaptive Delta (AdaDelta), Root Mean Square
Propagation (RMSProp), Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam), Maximum Adaptive
Moment Estimation (AdaMax) and Nesterov Accelerated Adaptive Moment Estimation
(Nadam) algorithms; All of which, will be separately presented in this paper. Finally, a
comparison has been made between these optimization algorithms that are based on GD in
terms of training speed, convergency rate, performance and the pros and cons.
INTRODUCTION
In real-world training, Deep models efficiently remain one of the most
significant challenges for academics and the researchers [1] [2] [3] [4]. The
GD optimization algorithm plays a significant role in the training of Machine
Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL) models. Several new variant
algorithms have been developed in recent years to further enhance its
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efficiency [5] [6] [7] [8]. Machine learning (ML) is an area of computer
science that makes it possible for computer systems to understand [9] [10] [11]
[12] without being explicitly programmed to perform a specific task. In
Machine Learning, adding a cost function allows the machine to find a
suitable weight values for results [13]. Deep Learning (DL), on the other hand,
is concerned with knowledge retrieval using deep networks [14] [15] [16]
[17]. In general, the purpose of optimization is to define the function
parameter that makes the solution easier. It is a difficult issue behind many
machine learning algorithms [18] [19] [20]. By minimizing the cost function,
some optimization algorithms can classify the weights, such as the Gradient
Descent (GD) algorithm. [6]. By far, GD is one of the most common
optimization algorithms and the most popular method of optimizing neural
networks. GD works to find a distinct role at a local minimum. It is used to
find the values of the parameters (coefficients) of a function that decrease the
loss function as much as possible. [21] [22] [23]. There are also several
variants dependent on the GD approach that can be used to maximize the
algorithm's performance [13]. This paper tries to provide the reader with
insights into the behavior of numerous GD-based optimization algorithms;
After that, we will continue by identifying different GD variants, then a brief
detail of the challenges during model training and presenting the most popular
optimization algorithms, Explaining their drive to address these issues and
how this relates to the derivation of their update rules. Finally, the comparison
among those GD optimization techniques will be discussed. This study's
motivation focuses on such optimization algorithms based on GD in terms of
convergent speed and training speed while building a machine learning model.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
To find a local minimum of a differential equation, GD is a first-order iterative
optimization algorithm. The theory is to take repeated steps in the opposite
direction of the gradient at the current stage (or an approximate gradient) of
the function because this is considered the steepest descent direction [24]. On
the other hand, stepping in the gradient's direction will result in a local
maximum of that feature. Then the approach is referred to as gradient ascent
[9] [25].

Fig. 1: Gradient Descent Algorithm [26].
Gradient descent variants
There are three variants of GD, which vary in how much data we use to
evaluate the gradient of the objective function[27]. Based on the amount of the
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data[21], we have a trade-off between the update parameter's correctness and
the time to execute an update.
Batch Gradient Descent (BGD)
BGD, sometimes named vanilla GD, detects the error inside the training
dataset for each example. But the model gets revised after all training
examples have been evaluated. This entire process is like a loop, and it is
called an epoch of training [28]. Some of the benefits of BGD are its effective
calculation, a balanced error gradient and a stable convergence [29]. Some
weaknesses are that the steady error gradient can often lead to a convergence
condition that is not the best that the model can accomplish. It also demands
that the whole training dataset be in memory and available to the algorithm
[6]. BGD offers the most precise performance but requires many expensive
complete scans of the real data [30].
BGD calculates the gradient of the cost function[21][31] concerning the
parameters θ for the whole training dataset, as seen in Equation 1.
θ new = θ old – η. Δ θ J(θ)
(1)
Where:
θ new = Next Position
θ old = Current Position
η = Learning Rate (Step Size)
Δ θ J(θ) = Direction of the fastest increase
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
In optimizing large-scale deep learning models, SGD algorithms have proven
to be efficient [32]. The term stochastic means a mechanism or a method
connected to a random possibility; therefore, instead of the entire data set for
each iteration, a few samples are randomly chosen [28] [33]. SGD aims to find
the global minimum by changing the network structure after each training
stage [9]. This approach merely reduces the error by approximating the
gradient for a randomly chosen batch instead of finding the whole dataset's
gradient. In reality, random sampling is done by randomly shuffling the
dataset and moving stepwise through batches [34]. SGD executes frequent
high-variance changes that allow significant variations in the objective
function [35], as seen in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Stochastic Gradient Descent [21]
Mini-batch gradient descent
Another variation of the principles of SGD and BGD is mini-batch GD. It
divides the dataset of training into smaller batches and conducts an update for
each of those batches. This provides a balance between SGD robustness and
batch GD efficiency [36] [9].
Performance Analysis of Batch GD, SGD, and Mini-batch GD
For several optimization problems, these three GD algorithms perform good,
and can all converge to a promising optimum (local or global), but they still
suffer from many issues such as the ones mentioned below:
Selection of learning rate
The learning rate η may have a major effect on the convergence of GD
algorithms [37] [38]. There is a trade-off between the rate of convergence and
overshooting when setting a learning rate. If the learning rate is too high, we
could OVERSHOOT the minimum and begin to bounce without meeting the
minimum. On the other hand, if the learning rate is too poor, the training could
take too long [39] [40].
Adjustment of learning rate
In most cases, for GD algorithms, a fixed learning rate does not work well in
the entire updating process [41]. The algorithm will require a greater learning
rate in the initial stages to obtain a successful (local or global) rapid optimum.
In the latter stages though, the algorithm will need to change the learning rate
[39] [38].
Variable individual learning rate
For different variables, instead of the updating process, their upgrade can
simply involve a different learning rate. Therefore, it is needed and
appropriate to use an individual learning rate for various variables [35].
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The Local Minima
Another main challenge is preventing being stuck in their multiple suboptimal
local minima by minimizing extremely non-convex error functions common to
neural networks [21]. Local minima are the biggest challenge for analyzing
convergence [42] [43], as seen in Fig 4.
Gradient descent optimization algorithms
Algorithms of optimization form the foundation on which a machine can
benefit from its practice[16] [44] [45]. They measure gradients and try to
minimize the function of costs [46]. The learning can be implemented in
several ways with various types of optimization methods [47].
Momentum
A common optimization technique is SGD, but when training the algorithm,
the runtime is comparatively high. Momentum is designed to learn quickly,
especially in the face of wide curvatures, small yet noisy gradients, or stable
gradients. The usage of a momentum term is another approach that can assist
the network to get rid of local minima [48] [49] [50] [19]. This is, perhaps, the
most common extension of the backprop algorithm. Other cases in which this
approach is not used are difficult to find. The gradient doesn't point towards
the minimum at specific points on the surface, and successive GD steps will
oscillate from one side to the other, advancing only very slowly to the
minimum [51] [52] [53]. (Fig. 3) illustrates how the incorporation of
momentum, by damping these oscillations, tends to drive convergence to the
minimal.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3:
(a) SGD without Momentum (b) SGD with Momentum [54].
Nesterov Momentum
Based on parameters that estimate potential positions rather than current
parameters, the gradient is calculated. Nesterov Momentum is an improvement
over momentum and does not decide the parameter's future location [55] [56].
The Nesterov is a version of the algorithm of momentum inspired by the
Nesterov accelerated gradient method. The distinction between this approach
and the momentum method is that the velocity is already added to the
parameters when calculating the gradient in the Nesterov Method. This can be
seen as attempting to incorporate a corrective factor to the conventional
momentum form [48].
Adaptive Gradient Descent (AdaGrad)
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This is a method that selects the rate of learning according to the situation
[57]. As the real rate is calculated from parameters, learning rates tend to
adapt. A higher parameter gradient will have a decreased learning rate and
vice versa [58]. The theory of AdaGrad is similar to the AdaDelta algorithm in
that it measures different learning rates for other parameter elements. Still, it
uses gradient squares aggregation: unlike AdaDelta, it uses the moving
average of gradient squares. [59].
Adaptive Delta (AdaDelta)
AdaDelta is the AdaGrad extension. AdaDelta works by using several fixedsized windows instead of accumulating the gradients. It will only monitor the
available gradients inside the window [60] [61]. Since the SGD algorithm
requires manual learning rate selection, the chosen inappropriate learning rate
would lead to low prediction accuracy. However, as an optimization of the
SGD algorithm, The Adadelta, known as the adaptive learning rate (LR)
algorithm, can automatically adjust the learning rate and increase prediction
accuracy. [62].
Root Mean Square Propagation (RMSProp)
One of the most common adaptive stochastic algorithms for Deep Neural
Network (DNN) training is RMSProp. [63]. RMSProp modifies Adagrad in a
way that it accumulates the gradient [64]. Gradients aggregate into an
exponentially weighted average. RMSProp discards past and preserves only
current knowledge on the gradient [65] [66].
Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam)
Adam is a method of SGD optimization that measures adaptable learning rates
for each parameter [67]. Adam is one of the most common step-size strategies
in the field of neural networks. The name was taken from Adaptive Moments
[68]. It's a blend of RMSProp and Momentum. The upgrade operation
considers the smooth gradient variant and provides a bias correction
mechanism [40] [55]. Adam lowers computing costs, needs less execution
memory, and is invariant to gradient diagonal rescaling [69]. RMSprop is a
gradient-based optimizer that uses an adaptive learning rate (LR) that varies
over time instead of treating the learning rate as a hyperparameter [70].
Maximum Adaptive Moment Estimation (AdaMax)
AdaMax is a form of adaptive SGD, and an Adam version based on the norm
of infinity[46]. AdaMax provides the major benefit of being much less
sensitive to the option of hyper-parameters relative to the SGD [71]. The
AdaMax equation uses the full value of the second momentum component of
the ADAM estimation method. This offers a more stable solution [72].
Nesterov-Accelerated Adaptive Moment Estimation (Nadam)
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For Adam and RMSProp, this technique is a combination of optimization
approaches. It was designed in a similar way to the optimization approach of
Adam. The flat momentum, however, was replaced by the momentum of
Nesterov. This results in a marked rise in momentum outperformance
[73][74].

Fig. 4: Global Minima Vs. Local Minima [75]
RELATED WORK
Dogo et al., [28] explained in their research, in a clear "Convolutional Neural
Network (ConvNet)" structural setup, A comparative review of the seven most
frequently used first-order stochastic gradient-based optimization approaches
was performed. that they used three randomly chosen and publicly accessible
image classification datasets to test the optimization strategies in terms of
convergence rate, precision and error function. The methods tested are the
vanilla SGD (vSGD), SGD with momentum (SGDm), with nesterov +
momentum (SGDm+n), Adam, RMSProp, AdaDelta, Adaptive Gradient
(AdaGrad), Nadam and Adamax. Three datasets have been used which are
―Cats and Dogs‖, ―Natural Images‖ and ―Fashion Mnist‖. The findings
showed that each optimizer's efficiency differed from each dataset, in contrast
to the other optimization strategies, the average experimental results suggested
that "Nadam" accomplished better efficiency over the three datasets, while
"AdaDelta" did the worst.
Lu and Jin, [5] discussed the problem of improving the performance and
classification capability of support vector machines (SVM) based on the
algorithm of SGD. Three algorithms of improved SGD have been used to
solve this issues which are (Momentum, NAG and RMSprop). The
experimental findings reveal that the RMSprop algorithm has a higher
convergence velocity and higher accuracy testing for solving the linear SVM.
Lydia and Francis [76] explained some alternatives and hyper-parameters to
improve the performance of GD Algorithms such as (Adagrad, Adadelta,
RMSProp, Adam and SGD). The Authors explained that the Adagrad
optimizer outperforms all other optimizers and strengthens the SGD
Algorithm when being trained using different image datasets.
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Wang and Ye [33] Showed that in Stochastic Gradient-based optimization
algorithms, momentum plays a key role in accelerating or enhancing Deep
Neural Network training (DNNs). However, tuning momentum
hyperparameters may be a huge computational challenge, so instead of that,
they have proposed a new adaptive momentum to enhance the training of
DNNs. With this new adaptive momentum, SG eliminates the need for
hyperparameter momentum calibration. This raises the learning rate greatly,
speeds up DNN teaching, and enhances the final accuracy and robustness of
the DNNs being trained. SGD also benefits from adversarial experience with
the current adaptive momentum and increases the adversarial robustness of the
trained DNNs.
Yaqub et al., [69] The authors address brain tumors as a leading cause of death
worldwide, and they connect this outbreak to the challenge of making a
prompt tumor diagnosis. To test the efficiency of brain tumor segmentation,
the authors compared various optimization algorithms used in the proposed
CNN architecture. The gradient-based optimizers used for the comparison
were (Nadam, NAG, Adagrad, AdaDelta, SGD, Adam, Cyclic Learning rate,
Adamax, and RMSProp) for Convolutional Neural Network. The results found
that Adam had the lowest error rate and the highest accuracy rate.
Endah et al., [77] Back-Propagation has issues with the training method,
where GD convergence for learning is very poor. And the authors showed that
using the adaptive learning rate (LR) and optimizing Momentum could
increase the convergence rate. For this study, they used medical records for
detecting diabetes. The results showed that for algorithm training, the
combination of GD + momentum and adaptive learning rate training algorithm
has quicker convergence than a gradient with Momentum or Gradient with an
adaptive learning rate.
Wibowo et al., [78] the authors show out that the best optimization algorithm
and tuning parameter for neural network (NN) backpropagation was
investigated for cancer classification using the microRNA function. The
algorithms of optimizations that were used were GD, AdaGrad, Momentum,
AdaDelta, RMSProp and Adam. The results of this experiment showed that
the highest precision was provided by Adam and RMSProp optimizers, which
reached 98.536 percent and 98.54762 percent accuracy respectively.
Solanke et al., [57] discussed that, for intrusion detection, different deep
learning methods are used, but they all suffer from certain levels of problems
such as high error rate and even increasing the number of iterations to process
an output. And this is because the classification system accuracy is low. They
proposed a system by using various GD optimization methods such as
(Adagrad, Adam, Adadelta and RMSProp) to reduce the rate of errors in the
process of training. The results showed that Adam offers much improved
outcomes in terms of accuracy, recall and f-measurement.
Fatima [70] discussed the most suitable optimizer for the model of Neural
Network. They compared some of the most popular algorithms of optimization
with four unrelated datasets to find out which optimizer provides the deep
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neural network with the highest precision, reliability and performance. In all
conditions, Adam optimization algorithm performs well for all four Deep
Neural Network models and because of this, it is virtually capable of working
with any classification model resulting in the best accuracy. In three out of the
four datasets, RMSprop was also considered to be a reasonable option. They
also observed that the SGD and Adadelta optimizers struggled to have
adequate results in all of the four models as a result of experimentation.
Hence, for a supervised DL model, they are the least recommended
optimization algorithms.
Tao and Lu, [79] Network-based wind speed forecasting has played a key role
in the power grid. In the context of wind speed forecasting, six network
parameter optimization algorithms are applied and compared, namely GD,
Momentum, AdaGrad, Adam, RMSprop, and Adadelta. The experiment's
results suggest that better predictability and much less training time are
obtained by the Adam algorithm and RMSprop algorithm than the other
optimization algorithms. Nevertheless, for measuring performance, three
metrics are used: root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE)
and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE).
Lancewicki and kopru [80] Explained that for the training of machine learning
& deep learning models, stochastic gradient-based approaches are popular.
And discussed that manual hyperparameter correction is very expensive and
time-consuming. Therefore, the authors suggested a generic methodology that
uses unbiased gradient estimator statistics to change two paramount
hyperparameters automatically and simultaneously: the rate, momentum, and
learning rate.
YI et al., [6] Discussed that for non-convex issues, most current optimizers
may remain at a local minimum right before reaching a global minimum. And
inside a complex non-convex system, they have some difficulties identifying
the global minimum. The authors developed methods for finding the global
minimum value of the non-convex cost function based on Adam to address
this problem by introducing a new concept of a non-negligible value at the
local minimum. The classical Adam formula has been enhanced, rendering it
zero at the global minimum; therefore, the modified optimizer never
converges at the local minimum; it can converge only at the global minimum.

Hapsari et al., [81] Argued that data prediction activities entail attempts to
boost predictions' accuracy by optimizing parameters in the classification
algorithm. Fractional Gradient Descent (FGD) was proposed as an unregulated
optimization algorithm for objective functions in an SVM classifier. FGD
optimizes the SVM classification model by employing fractional values. With
a small learning rate, it has small stages and reaching convergence with
smaller iterations in the process of approaching global minimums. The results
showed that at iteration 350, the SVM Classifier outputs using SGD
optimization hit the convergence stage. With SGD followed by FGD
optimization, it reaches a convergence point of 50 iterations shorter than the
SVM classifier.
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Yu and Liu [82], proposed NWM-Adam (the idea is placing the previous
gradients with more memory than the new gradients) This is a new GD
optimization algorithm based on a first-order weighting mechanism. To
overcome the undesirable convergence behavior of such optimization
algorithms that use fixed-sized windows of prior gradients to scale gradient
updates and increase the performance of Adam and AMSGrad. The
experimental findings indicate that NWM-Adam would outperform other
algorithms of optimization.
Le et al., [83] argued that one of the major problems of network defense is the
intrusion detection system (IDS). They also discuss that, many of the ML
algorithms that are used in IDS like SVM, Neural Network, KNN etc. are still
facing some limitations. The authors noticed that, the Nadam optimizer is
useful for intrusion detection in the Long Short-Term Memory Recurrent
Neural Network (LSTM RNN) model. The results of the experiments revealed
that the LSTM RNN model by Nadam optimizer outperforms earlier work.
The solution is currently 97.54 percent accurate at performing intrusion
detection, 98.95 percent detection rate, and 9.98 percent fair false alarm rate.
Zhao et al., [39] The key optimization technique in deep learning was clarified
by the SGD. The consistency of SGD relies heavily on how learning rates
change over time. They proposed a new novel, the Energy Index-based
Optimization Approach (EIOM), To automatically change the learning rate for
backpropagation. The studies showed that the machine learning model based
on the EIOM achieved greater classification accuracy than that of the other
optimization models, although manual tuning was not necessary other than the
choice of a default value. For example, the accuracy rate of EIOM in
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) compared with different gradient
descent optimization was 82.1% while for SGD, AdaDelta, RMSProp, Adam
and CLR were (76.2 %, 77.9 %, 77.1 %, 79.8 %, 75.5 %) respectively. Table 1
shows the comparison among previous works for different optimization
techniques in terms of accuracy.
Hong et al., [87] The novel computational methodology was adopted in the
current research which is NN-SGD-GA that incorporated a neural network
model trained by an SGD paradigm and a GA that merged the feature
selection process and tuning models to construct a landslide susceptibility
model. The experiments revealed that the optimized neural network model has
the best predictive potential (88.10%), preceded by the Random Forest (RF)
(86.26%) and Logistic Regression (LR) (85.83%) models.
Sharma, A [88] despite its simplicity, the SGD approach is an efficient and
default primary optimization method for classification models such as NN and
LR for machine learning. The researchers suggested a variant of SGD,
Directed the SGD, (GSGD) Algorithm attempts in a given dataset to solve this
inconsistency by greedily choosing reliable data instances for GD. The guided
search with GSGD provides superior convergence and precision rate within a
limited time budget than its original counterpart of canonical and other SGDD
variants.
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Ren et al., [89] by integrating SGD and support vector regression, a datadriven simulation approach for the aero-engine aerodynamic model was
proposed (SGDSVR). The simulation data findings and the real flight data
prove that the proposed algorithms are stable and accurate in terms of noise
and operating conditions.
Nio et al., [90] A new annealed gradient descent (AGD) algorithm was
proposed for non-convex Deep learning optimization that could converge at a
higher speed to a better local minimum than the standard mini-batch SGD
algorithm. The suggested AGD algorithm is used for numerous functions,
including image recognition and speech recognition, to train both deep neural
DNNs) and Coevolutionary Neural Networks (CNNs). Experimental studies
have shown that AGD outperforms SGD vastly in terms of speed of
convergency.
Table 1: Summary of Literature Review Related to GD Optimization
Algorithms.
Author

Year

Objectives

Datasets

Wang
2020
and Ye
[33]

Using gradient
descent
optimization
techniques to
Improve Deep
Neural
Networks
training and to
converges
quicker
and
help us to train
DNNs
with
considerably
greater
step
sizes.

CIFAR10
,
CIFAR10
0

Hong
2020
et. Al,
[87]

Enhance
the
accuracy
of
estimation of
vulnerability to
landslides

Results and Techniques
Accuracy

SGD
reduced
error
classificatio
ns
for
training
ResNet110
for dataset
CIFAR10,
CIFAR100
from 5.25
percent to
4.64 percent
and 23.75
percent to
20.03
percent with
this adaptive
momentum.
380
The
landslide experiments
s and 14 revealed
related
that
the
variables optimized
neural
network
model has
the
best

SGD
+
Adaptive
Momentum
Optimization
techniques

GA,
NN

SGD,
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predictive
potential
(88.10%),
The
Random
Forest (RF)
(86.26%),
and Logistic
Regression
(LR)
(85.83%)
models
followed it.s
MRI
Adam has
brain
the lowest
image
rate of error
data set, and
the
i.e.,
highest rate
BraTS20 of accuracy.
15
Whereas the
NAG and
RMSProp
optimizers
failed
terribly.

Yaqub
2020
et
al.
[69]

Measure
the
efficiency of
segmentation
of brain tumors
by comparing
several
optimizers
based on GD
algorithms.

Solanke 2020
et
al.
[57]

Reducing Error NSLRate in the KDD
process
of
Training
by
using different
optimization
algorithms
based
on
gradient
descent.

Nio et. 2020
all [90]

Improve speed CIFARof convergency 10,
and training for
Deep Learning

Monte Carlo,
Method and
optimizers
(Nadam,
NAG,
Adagrad,
AdaDelta,
SGD, Adam,
Cyclic
Learning
rate,
Adamax,
RMSProp)
The
Adagrad,
experimenta Adadelta,
l
results Adam,
showed that RMSProp
the
optimization
algorithm
average for
Adam
is
0.999,
RMSProp is
0.98,
Adagrad is
0.91
and
Adadelta is
0.93
AGD
SGD , CNN
outperforms
SGD vastly
in terms of
speed
of
convergenc
y.
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Fatima
[70]

2020

Lancew 2020
icki and
kopru
[80]

Implementing
the
most
effective
optimization
algorithm for
the
Neural
Network
Model
(optimizer)
To Minimize
the
cost
function and
automatically
change
the
momentum
and learning
rate

Ren et. 2020
all [89]

a data-driven
simulation
approach for
the aero engine
aerodynamic
model

Hapsari 2020
et al.,
[81]

By using FGD
in
SVM
classifier
to
increase
the
precision
of
prediction
models

Masters,
Toxicity,
Worksho
p, Titanic

Adam
Optimizer
Accuracy
was 92.86
% training
and
85%
accuracy of
validation.

CIFAR10 The
, MNIST momentum
and learning
rate
are
automaticall
y tuned to
mitigate the
expected
loss
maximally
using
the
minibatch
statistics.
AeroProposed
engine
algorithm
flight
SGDSVR
data
are
stable
and accurate
in terms of
noise
and
operational
conditions.
Rainfall
It can be
inferred,
from
the
experimenta
l findings,
that
FGD
uses fraction
values
to
optimize the
model
of
SVM
classificatio
n such that
it has minor
measures
with a small
learning rate
of 0.001 and
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Adam,
RMSProp,
SGD,
Adadelta,
Adagrad,
AdaMax,
Nadam

Adam,
AdaGrad,
SGD

SGD, SVR

SVM
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Lydia
and
Francis
[76]

2019

Yi et al 2019
[6]

just an error
rate of =
0.273070 to
reach global
minimums
and
convergence
in the 50th
iteration that
is smaller
than SVMSGDDD
Improve and MNIST,
The
enhance
the Caltech- "Adagrad"
performance of 101,
Optimizer
Gradient
COILsurpasses all
Descent
100
other
algorithm by
optimizers
using
some
and
alternatives
improves
hyperthe
parameters and
Stochastic
optimizers.
Gradient
Descent
Algorithm
when
training
with
separate
image
datasets of
distinct
nature.
Solve
the Numerica The
problem
of l Values
modified
reach and stay
optimizer
on
local
never
minima instead
converges
of
global
and
can
minima
by
only
improving
converge at
ADAM
a
global
optimizer
minimum
by
strengthenin
g
the
ADAM
optimizer by
applying a
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(Adagrad,
Adadelta,
RMSProp,
Adam, SGD)

ADAM, GD,
AdaMax
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Yu and 2019
Liu,
[82]

Solve
that MNIST,
undesirable
CIFARconvergence
10
behaviors of
some
optimization
algorithms that
use
past
gradient fixedsized windows
to
scale
gradient
updates
and
boost
Adam
and AMSGrad
performance.

Wibow 2019
o
et
al.[78]

Used
microRNA
data based on
optimum
precision
value, to find
the
best
activation
function used
in the neural
network
training
method
for
cancer
classification.
Minimizing the
cost
functionality
during
the

Zhao et 2019
al.,[39]

National
Centre
for
Common
s
Genomic
Data
Institute's
Medical
Records

MNIST,
CIFAR10

new term to
local
minimums
with a nonnegligible
value
at
local
minimum
points.
The testing
findings
have shown
that new
proposed N
WM-Adam
optimization
method
performs
better
on
certain
convex and
non-convex
issues
throughout
the area of
ML
than
other
popular GD
optimization
algorithms.
The
best
accuracy
provided by
Adam and
RMSProp,
98.536%
achieved by
Adam and
98.54762%
achieved by
RMSProp.
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Momentum,
Adagrad,
RMSProp,
Adam,
AMSGrad

RMSProp,
Adam,
AdaGrad,
Momentum,
GD,
AdaDelta

Compared
Different
with other machine
optimization learning
algorithms, modules
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process of deep
learning
training
by
using a new
novel (EIOM)

Dogo et 2018
al. [28]

the
experiments
show
the
positive
efficiency of
the
proposed
EIOM. For
CNN
Machine
Learning the
test
accuracy
was 82.1 %
which
is
higher
percentage
than other
optimization
algorithms
used
The
Three
Based
on
comparative
classifica the
effect of seven tion
comparative
optimization
image
evaluation
algorithms on datasets
among the
three
image were
seven most
classification
used
popular
datasets
was which are algorithms
performed
(Fashion for
using a basic MNIST,
optimization
convolution
Cats and It
shows
architecture to DOGS,
that, relative
determine each Natural
to the other
optimization
Images)
optimization
technique's
strategies,
efficiency.
"Nadam"
showed
a
better and
more stable
performance
in all three
datasets
analysed
with
accuracy
85.5 % on
―Cats and
Dogs‖, 91.3
% on ―
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were
used
(Logistic
Regression,
Multilayer
perception
and CNN).
Also,
different
optimization
techniques
were
used
(SGD,
AdaGrad,
AdaDelta,
RMSProp,
Adam)

SGD
(Vanilla,
with
momentum
and
with
nesterov),
RMSProp,
Adam,
Adamax,
AdaGrad,
AdaDelta
and Nadam.
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Sharma,
A [88]

2018

Tao and 2018
lu [79]

Lu and 2017
jin [5]

Improve
the
accuracy
of
SGD,
Adadelta,
Adam,
Momentum,
Nesterov and
RMSProp
Wind
Speed
forecasting in
network based
by comparing
different
optimization
based
on
gradient
descent
algorithms.

Based on the
SGD algorithm
to solve the
problem
of
improving the
effectiveness
and
classification
capacity
of
Support vector
machines
(SVM).

Medical
UCI
library

wind data
set
(NingX
W)

(Alpha,
Gamma,
Delta,
Mnist,
Usps,
Letter).
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Natural
Images‖ and
71.2 % on
―Fashion
MNIST‖
datasets.
GSGD
SGD,
delivers
LR
superior
convergence
and
accuracy
rate.
The
RMSprop
algorithm
and Adam
optimization
algorithm
achieve
higher
prediction
performance
and much
less training
time
than
other
compared
algorithms
of
optimization
s
algorithms.
On (Alpha,
Gamma,
Delta,
Mnist,
Usps)
datasets, the
RMSpropbased
algorithm
for solving
the
linear
support
vector
machine has
higher

NN,

AdaGrad,
Momentum,
RMSProp,
Adadelta,
Adam

RMSprop,
Momentum,
Nesterov
accelerated
gradient
(NAG)
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Endah
2017
et
al.
[77]

Increase
the Diabetes
convergence
Medical
Rate by using Records
Momentum
optimization
and Adaptive
Learning Rate

convergence
speed and
better
testing
accuracy.
"Pegasos"
on
the
"Letter"
dataset has a
higher
convergence
rate
than
other
techniques.
The results
showed that
the training
of
the
algorithms
by
using
GD
with
Momentum
optimization
and
Adaptive
Learning
Rate
has
higher
convergence
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Gradient
Descent with
Momentum
and Adaptive
Learning
Rate

DISCUSSION
From the related works that has been conducted, it is shown that many
researches showed different results while using optimization techniques. If the
data set is sparse, one of the adaptive learning-rate strategies could have the
best outcomes. An added benefit is that the learning rate would not need to be
adjusted, but with the default value, you can generally produce the best results.
RMSprop is an expansion of Adagrad that works with its learning speeds,
which are radically declining. It is like Adadelta, except that, in the numerator
update clause, Adadelta uses the RMS of parameter changes. Adam,
eventually, introduces RMSprop bias-correction and momentum. RMSprop,
Adadelta, and Adam, in other words, are very similar algorithms that perform
well under comparable conditions. Interestingly, several recent papers use
vanilla SGD without momentum and a simple annealing plan for the learning
rate. As shown, SGD normally manages to find a minimum. Still, it can take
much longer than with either optimizer and maybe much more reliant on a
reliable initialization and annealing strategy and can get stuck in saddle points
rather than local minima. In addition, You should use one of the adaptive
learning performance strategies if you think of optimizing efficiency and
training a deep or complex neural network. In this paper we surveyed the
optimization techniques based on gradient descent and compared those
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optimization techniques and their effects on training model speed and
convergency quality. As shown in table 1, different optimizations algorithms
have been used to reduce cost function, increase convergency rate and training
speed. Table 2 shows differences among those optimization algorithms that
discussed in related work in terms of quality of convergency, speed of
training, pros and cons.
Table 2: Comparison between the optimization techniques Categorized by the
optimizers
Optimizer
s
GD

Quality
of
Convergency
The quality
of
convergency
for these two
optimizers is
good

Speed of
Training
Its
medium
for
the
simple
model
and low
for
the
complex
model

SGD

The quality
of
convergency
for these two
optimizers is
good

Its
medium
for
the
simple
model
and low
for
the
complex
model

Momentu
m

The
Its
fast
convergency for
the
quality
is simple

Pros

Cons

Comment

Where
the
objectiv
e
function
is
convex,
the
solution
is
globally
optimal
[84].
For each
update,
the
computa
tion
period
does not
depend
on
Saved
the total
number
of
training
samples
and a lot
of
estimati
on costs
[33]
[85].
Converg
es more
quickly

The cost
of
the
calculatio
n is high
[84].

By
assigning
the correct
learning
rate,
the
risk
of
converging
to the local
minimum
can
be
handled.

It’s
challengin
g to select
a
reasonable
learning
rate, and It
is
not
appropriat
e to use
the same
learning
rate with
all
dimension
s, and the
global
minimum
is difficult
to achieve.
[33].
For each
update,
one more

By
assigning
the correct
learning
rate,
the
risk
of
converging
to the local
minimum
can
be
handled.

Suitable for
a
less
complicated
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NAG

good in this model
optimizer.
and
medium
for
the
complex
model
Good Quality Its
fast
of
for
the
convergency simple
model
and
medium
for
the
complex
model

AdaGrad

This
Fast
optimizer
misses global
Minima

RMSProp

The quality Fast
convergency
of
this
optimizer is
somehow
acceptable

than the
GD
algorith
m [51].
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attribute
needs to
be
calculated
[51].

model with
less
features
number.

It takes a
long time
for
convergen
ce,
sometimes
stuck
at
local
minima
and also
its
challengin
g to select
good
learning
rate [77].
No need Due to a
to
large
manuall number of
y update iterations,
the
the
learning learning
rate as it rate would
varies
decrease
with
and result
iteration in
slow
s
convergen
adaptive ce [76].
ly[76].
Growing The
the
update
inefficie process
nt
may
be
learning replicated
challeng around the
e at the local
late
minimum
stage of in the late
AdaGra training
d.
period
Optimiz [60].
ation of
non-

Suitable for
a
less
complicated
model with
less
features
number.

Compar
ed to the
GD
algorith
m, the
memory
require
ment is
less
[77].

Convenient
for a simple
quadratic
issue

Suitable for
complex
model.
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ADAM

The quality Fast
convergency
of
this
optimizer is
somehow
acceptable

AdaMax

The quality Fast
convergency
of
this
optimizer is
somehow
acceptable

stationar
y
and
nonconvex
problem
s
is
sufficien
t [60].
Relative
ly stable
is
the
gradient
descent
process.
With
large
data sets
and high
dimensi
onal
space, it
is
suitable
for most
nonconvex
optimiza
tion
problem
s [86].
It
reduces
the need
for the
learning
rate to
be
manuall
y
calibrate
d. where
the
scaling
of
the
weights
is
different
,
converg
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In
such
conditions
,
the
process
cannot
converge.
[86].

Suitable for
sparse
gradients
with a wide
number of
features on
a complex
model

One
of Suitable for
AdaGrad's complex
drawbacks model.
is that its
method of
optimizati
on
will
result in
aggressive
learning
rates that
are
monotonic
ally
decreasing
[74].
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Nadam

Convergency Fast
quality
is
good here.

ence is
quicker
and
more
efficient
than
basic
SGD.
the scale
of
the
master
step
does not
make it
very
sensitive
[74].
In
the
Adam
algorith
m,
NADA
M
integrate
s
Nestero
v
moment
um,
which is
at times
superior
to
vanilla
moment
um. Its
good
optimize
r
for
sparse
gradient
s
for
complex
model[7
3].
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The
mechanis
m may not
converge
in certain
circumsta
nces [86]

Suitable for
sparse
gradients
with a wide
number of
features on
a complex
model

CONCLUSION
GD is the most popular optimization algorithm in Machine Learning (ML) and
Deep Learning (DL). It is an algorithm for the first-order optimization. This
means that only the first derivative is taken into consideration when doing
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parameter changes. In a specific set of scenarios, machine learning's critical
aim is to build a model that works well and provides detailed predictions;
However, optimization algorithms are needed to achieve that. Initially, we
looked at numerous GD algorithm versions, which are BGD, SGD and MiniBatch. Then we analyzed optimizers that are most used for optimization:
Momentum, Nesterov Momentum, AdaGrad, AdaDelta, RMSProp, Adam,
AdaMax and Nadam. We surveyed and reviewed several recent papers and
found that each optimizer's output differed concerning learning speed and
convergence. Work results show that Nadam showed a more excellent and
stable performance in terms of convergence rate, training speed and
performance relative to other optimization techniques.
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